TALES FROM
THE DORK SIDE

Comedy
Special

He’s not been seen on screens since 1997’s Honey, We Shrunk Ourselves.
So what has one-time Hollywood comedy mainstay Rick Moranis been
doing these past 16 years? Empire went round his house to find out
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There’s no getting

away from it: Empire is wearing Rick Moranis’ shorts. This is
not something that happens on a typical Wednesday afternoon.
Nevertheless, it is happening, and who are we to complain?
It’s a miserable, blustery day in New York, the kind that turns
umbrellas inside out and gives cats and dogs a bad name. We’ve
just returned with Moranis from lunch at an Italian restaurant
around the corner from his home; a man who keeps a close eye
on weather systems via an app on his BlackBerry, Moranis had
taken the precaution of bringing brollies. Nevertheless, on the
way back the clouds opened with a rain shower the like of which
has not been seen since the rectification of the Vuldrini. Hence
the natty black shorts and T-shirt — one of our host’s squash
outfits — which he’s provided while Empire’s own clothes rattle
around in his tumble-dryer.
This type of thoughtful gesture, it turns out, is typical of
Rick Moranis. Now 60, the Canadian comedian lives alone in
a grand pre-War co-op building on the Upper West Side. Accessed
via a creaky lift from the doorman-guarded foyer, and boasting
a stunning view of Central Park, his apartment is expansive,
tastefully decorated and thoroughly spick-and-span. His
hospitality, meanwhile, is unsurpassable. “What do you need?”
he asks frequently, offering up orange pekoe tea and grapes.
And despite the fact he doesn’t relish being photographed
he ends up happily posing for a number of set-ups, though
he admits, “I thought you’d be doing it with an iPhone.”
Today marks his first photo shoot and extensive interview in
a long, long time. He’s the beloved star of Ghostbusters, Honey,
I Shrunk The Kids and Spaceballs; the sunny-natured bearer of
all manner of cinematic indignities; a guy long celebrated as The
Duke Of Dork. But these days he’s happy to stay off the radar.
He’s lived in this building since the early ’90s and, though he’s
warm and lively company, admits he’s difficult to draw out.
“When I made my first album in 2006, my friends were
blasting me because I’m so hard to get out of the house,” he
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• Rick Moranis, shot
exclusively for Empire at
his New York home, on
May 23, 2013. The picture
behind him was painted
by his daughter.
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says. “They all want to go out too late and I’m an early riser.
Eventually I said, ‘Enough is enough. I’m going to call the
record The Agoraphobic Cowboy.’ Not that I’m agoraphobic,
at all. I just don’t particularly like travelling.”
During his movie career, which spanned just 11 years
from 1983 to ’94 (if you don’t count the limp Big Bully, the
straight-to-VHS Honey, We Shrunk Ourselves or his voicework in the Brother Bear cartoons), Moranis travelled plenty,
a fair chunk of it in limos and private jets. Then, suddenly,
he vanished. One moment he was headlining a box officesmashing Flintstones movie, the next he was off the grid.
Gone. A ghost. This just doesn’t happen in Hollywood:
a star bailing at the peak of his heat.
As it happens, he had two good reasons to walk away.
One was the tragic death of his wife from cancer in 1991,
leaving him alone to raise their two children. The other was
his waning enthusiasm for the industry.
“I don’t know that it’s productive to name them,” he says,
“but towards the end there were experiences that were not good.
I was being well paid, but the fun was gone. It started to feel
more like ‘business’ than ‘show’. And there was a period where
the fame and power was affecting me negatively. Thankfully, that
was short-lived. Not to say that I’m not still capable of being an
arrogant bastard!”
The perception is that Moranis has retired from acting. He
doesn’t keep in touch with his former co-stars, and the only
Hollywood name he still sees regularly is Frank Oz. But now
that his kids have grown up, been through college and moved
away, he says he’s open to offers.
“I said no for so many years that I think I fell off all the
lists. If my name came up, people would just say, ‘Forget it,
don’t waste your time.’ But occasionally something does come
along. A couple of years ago a first-time director brought me
a wonderful little independent script, claiming he’d written the
part for me. The problem was that it was going to shoot for
months in the desert. I said to him, ‘You gotta find somebody
who wants to be there doing it with you. And that’s not where
I am right now.’”

• Overpowered by Steve
Martin at his OTT best in
1986’s Little Shop Of Horrors.

• Dopey Canucks
Bob and Doug
McKenzie (Dave
Thomas) in 1983.
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• With Phil Hartman,
Mike Myers and Nora
Dunn on Saturday
Night Live in 1989.

• Taking the Sith
as Dark Helmet in
Spaceballs (1987).

Another place he’s

not sure he wants to be right now is just a couple of miles south,
in Lower Manhattan. New Yorkers know it as the Ladder Co.
8 fire station. Movie-lovers know it as the headquarters of
the Ghostbusters.
Of all the myriad rumours about the troubled project that
is Ghostbusters 3, the most intriguing is the one suggesting
Moranis has signed on to play über-nerd and occasional terror
dog Louis Tully one more time. Such conjecture, we soon learn,
is as solid as Slimer.
“I haven’t talked to Danny (Aykroyd) about it,” he says.
“Somebody he’s associated with called me and I said, ‘I wouldn’t
not do it, but it’s got to be good.’ You know, I’m not interested in
doing anything I’ve already done, and I thought the second one
was a disappointment. But I guess I’m interested in where that
guy is now. I sort of see him as being Bernie Madoff’s cellmate
in jail. Both of them being so orderly that they race to get up
and make their beds.”
It’s well documented that Moranis was cast in the original
at the 11th hour, after John Candy dropped out. Instead of
a German man with several big dogs (Candy’s vision), Tully
became an adorably nebbish accountant, the type of guy whose
parties are heavy on Parcheesi and room-temperature Brie. In
fact, Louis’ profession could have been Moranis’ own.
“All the guys I grew up with in the suburbs of Toronto
became doctors and lawyers and accountants,” he says.
“I didn’t know what I wanted to be, but I picked up enough
about rudimentary tax accounting to be able to write that

“i said no
for so long,
i think i fell
off the lists. ”
prosthetics, no sculpting, no moulds. You couldn’t do that at
NBC or anywhere else. But nobody was minding the store.”
As well as pig-people, his SCTV highlights included a lounge
version of Turning Japanese, a send-up of The Doobie Brothers’
Mike McDonald, a spot-on impression of Woody Allen, and
Larry Siegel, a creation based on bombastic producer Joel Silver.
“I wound up at a dinner with Scorsese once and he said, ‘Hey,
that character you do is me, right?’ I said, ‘No, it’s Joel Silver.’
And he went, ‘No, no, no — that’s me, that’s me!’”
But his big breakthrough was a fluke. When the TV
station mandated that SCTV writers include two minutes of
“Canadian” material per show, Moranis and colleague Dave
Thomas responded by coming up with the most Canadian
thing ever: Bob and Doug McKenzie, a pair of dumb Canucks
obsessed with beer and back bacon. To the amazement of
everyone on the show, the McKenzie brothers caught fire,
becoming a phenomenon and spawning a hit record and
1983 movie, Strange Brew.
“I felt bad that all this other work we were putting so
much effort into was taking a backseat to this little improvised
thing,” says Moranis, “but that’s show business, I guess. It
caught on so enormously that when Dave and I landed at the
airport in Regina to do our first public appearance, there were
thousands of screaming people at the airport chasing us. The
closest thing to it was what I saw watching Hard Day’s Night.
I mean, it was craziness.”
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party scene in Ghostbusters. I heard from many accountants
•
who were pleased by the little bits of inside info.”
Instead, he chose a braver path. After a brief stint in a band,
he worked at a local radio station, where his quick wit led to him
writing the links between songs. This turned into a stab at standup comedy (“I was effective at it, but I did not enjoy it”) and
ultimately a much-coveted job at Second City Television in 1980.
SCTV, the Canadian equivalent of Saturday Night Live,
brought together an amazing pool of talent: it was where
Harold Ramis, John Candy, Eugene Levy, Catherine O’Hara
and Martin Short all cut their teeth (see sidebar on page 123).
Moranis remembers it as being a wild and heady time, where
you could get away with almost anything so long as the skit
was under two minutes.
“I was in a grocery store in Edmonton, which had a large
Ukrainian population, and I spotted this type of meat called
‘head cheese’,” he smiles. “It turned out to be what you make after
you’ve taken everything you use to make hot dogs. So I wrote
this piece about a wine and head cheese party, with head cheese
fondue. I was scheduled to shoot it at 9am, but at 3am I woke up
thinking, ‘I need to be a pig!’ I called Beverly Schechtman, the
make-up artist, and she turned me into one in two hours. No

• Launching
a franchise with
1989’s Honey,
I Shrunk The Kids.

elegant spot
in his home is the chamber he refers to as “the British Room”.
Near the door is a stacked bookcase, contents of which include
a recently thumbed copy of Joseph O’Neill’s Netherland. A
vintage railway poster depicting Southport (“England’s Seaside
Garden City”) hangs on the wall. On the floor is a William
Morris-style rug.
Moranis has been an Anglophile since the mid-’80s, when
he visited the UK to shoot Little Shop Of Horrors. This musicalcomedy-horror about a human-gobbling plant turned out to
be a mighty challenge. “At one point, there were 55 puppeteers
operating a 16-foot plant,” he marvels. “And everything was
shot at 16 frames per second, because it was impossible to
articulate at 24 frames. So when I was acting next to it, I had
to move in slow motion. The trick was not to tighten the butt
when walking.”
Still, it proved a thoroughly pleasurable experience, not
least because his Ghostbusters co-star, Sigourney Weaver,
was on a neighbouring Pinewood soundstage, shooting Aliens.
“She had to move in slo-mo too when she battled the big
monster,” Moranis recalls. “So we’d meet up and move at
16 frames together. Compare butt-notes.”
He went on to make a smattering of regular comedies, but
his biggest hits all had a sci-fi/fantasy tinge. Star Wars spoof
Spaceballs saw him work with Mel Brooks (“The best ride at the
amusement park”). Honey, I Shrunk The Kids was so successful
it spawned two sequels and a Moranis-less TV series (“I still
>
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JOHN CANDY
Years on SCTV: 1976-’79, ’81-’83
Memorable character: Swaggering
blowhard Johnny LaRue (“I have more
talent in this little finger than in this
little finger”).
Interesting fact: Nicknames on set
included Aunt Candy and Johnny Toronto.

“I love
the puzzle
of lyricwriting.”
don’t understand why they haven’t done Honey, I Shrunk The
Grandkids; it seems like a no-brainer”).
There was, he says, no grand design. “A friend of mine teases
me because he says, ‘You’ve never done a movie where you don’t
go, “WHOOOOOAAAAH!” at some point.’ I did end up doing
a lot of big, effectsy stuff. But I’ve never had a rudder; I’ve just
fallen into things as they’ve come up. I did Splitting Heirs
because I randomly met Eric Idle in another Italian restaurant
up the street here.”
Some projects never came to pass. He was sent the script
for Ace Ventura: Pet Detective before it went out to Jim Carrey,
whom he knew from the Toronto stand-up circuit. And he
actually shot for a day on The Breakfast Club, before John
Hughes decided his take on the janitor character — based on an
odd Russian man who was renovating Moranis’ home at the time
— wasn’t working. “I couldn’t get Hughes on the phone before
the shoot!” recalls Moranis. “I said, ‘You know, John, there’s
a wonderful thing in showbusiness called casting. And I suggest
you do some casting for this part.’”
Most intriguing of all is Killer Charlie 5. While working
with Joel Silver on Walter Hill’s Streets Of Fire (a 1984 action
movie Moranis says he was told would star Bruce Springsteen
but ended up featuring Michael Paré), he introduced the
producer to the Don Rickles comedy album Hello Dummy!.
Silver loved it so much, he told Moranis to write a vehicle for
Rickles. The resulting screenplay revolved around a Charles
Bronson-like actor who only makes revenge movies.
“It was an inside-showbiz movie about sequels and action
pictures,” says Moranis. “It opened with the trailer for Killer
Charlie 4. Joel and I went on an insane trip to Vegas to pitch it
to Rickles — his manager, Joe Scandore, introduced himself by
opening his bathrobe and showing us his surgery scar, from neck
to navel. He also expected us to sleep in his room with him.
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CATHERINE O’HARA
Years on SCTV:1976-’79, ’81-’82
Memorable character: Vegas vixen
Lola Heatherton (“I want to bear
your children!”).
Interesting fact: She joined Saturday
Night Live in 1981 but quit after only
one week.

• Above: Moranis
kicks back in his
“British Room”.
Right: Dodging his
oversized offspring
in Honey, I Blew Up
The Kid (1992).

Anyway, Rickles was in, but Universal decided they wanted
Rodney Dangerfield and it all fell apart. It’s funny, I might
have directed it and never acted again.”

Last year, Moranis

saw just three films: The Master, A Separation and Israeli drama
Footnote. Neither does he watch a lot of TV: “I got rid of HBO
after James Gandolfini left. I’m sort of a disaster-televisionwatcher. So if there’s a hurricane, I put on The Weather Channel.
If there’s a financial meltdown, I put on the financial channel.
Other than that, I use golf or baseball to put me to sleep.”
His lifelong passion for music, on the other hand, remains
undimmed. The radio in his apartment is almost permanently
on, while he enthusiastically regales us with tales of meeting
Frank Zappa while hosting a radio show in the late ’70s. And
empireonline.com

given that Dan Aykroyd once told Empire that Moranis is “like a
musician — when you hand him a script, he plays it like a master
with a trumpet”, it should perhaps come as no surprise that he’s
just quietly released his second album of comedy songs.
The first LP, 2006’s The Agoraphobic Cowboy, sent up
Country & Western staples with a series of genuinely funny,
high-concept ditties (closer Bonus Track crams an ear-boggling
quantity of train-song clichés into its two minutes and 53
seconds). The new one, My Mother’s Brisket & Other Love
Stories, hones in on all things Jewish. Besides the piquantly
titled Live Blogging The Himel Family Bris, highlights include
I’m Old Enough To Be Your Zaide (inspired by a 29-year-old
who chatted up Moranis on 71st Street) and Parve, a Peggy
Lee-riffing number about the term for food that’s neither meat
nor dairy. The folky music is catchy and detailed, the words
affectionate and remarkably dextrous.
“I love the puzzle of lyric-writing,” he says. “I’ve always
liked shortform things: essays, songs, sketches. Once I see the
shape of them, I know that I can finish them. And now that
I’m at a different phase of life, I’m finding I’m writing more.
I don’t know where it’ll lead — if I’ll do a part in a movie, or
write a movie. I have no idea what I’ll do. Maybe nothing.”
This, then, is Rick Moranis: a satisfied man. As the light
outside starts to fade and the rain eases off, he walks over to
the dryer and pulls out Empire’s clothes.
“Oops,” he says, sizing up an item that might have been in
there too long. “Honey, I shrunk your jeans!”
nick@empiremagazine.com

• Top: With Dan
Aykroyd and Ivan
Reitman on the film
that would make him
famous, 1984’s
Ghostbusters.
Above: With John
Goodman in his last
major film, The
Flintstones (1994).

EUGENE LEVY
Years on SCTV: 1976-’83
Memorable character: Dim-witted
but inexpensive news anchor Earl
Camembert (“Floyd?”).
Interesting fact: While on the show he
impersonated Sean Connery, James
Caan and Ricardo Montalban.
MARTIN SHORT
Years on SCTV: 1981-’84
Memorable character: Hyperactive
man-child Ed Grimley (“Totally decent!”).
Interesting fact: The character got
a demented late-’80s animated spin-off,
The Completely Mental Misadventures
Of Ed Grimley.
HAROLD RAMIS
Years on SCTV: 1976-’78
Memorable character: Exercise guru
Swami Banananda (“And flex…”).
Interesting fact: He wrote a skit
for guest star Sir John Gielgud, but
Gielgud refused to perform it.

My Mother’s Brisket & Other Love Stories is out now.
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